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Impact finance is gaining momentum. It is also now more structured, benefiting from French and 
European frameworks, standards and definitions. Although there may still be a lack of uniformity across 
asset managers, the trend is in place for greater transparency.  

Investors are signalling they want more alignment between goals, assets and savings, aspiring to invest 
for a positive impact on the environment. That said, these goals cannot be achieved at any price. We 
cannot transition to a lower carbon economy by creating insecurities. We must transition in an inclusive 
manner. Based on thinking about consequences, the principle of a “Just Transition” emerged, fair and 
equitable.  

Ostrum Asset Management’s (Ostrum AM) Climate and Social Impact Bond strategy is an investment 
solution that seeks to finance a “Just Transition”. The objective is to transition to a low-carbon economy, 
by being respectful of the environment and its biodiversity, while being socially and regionally inclusive. 

Ostrum AM has a defined impact investment policy, inspired by different initiatives in France and in 
Europe. The approach relies on the three recognised principles that define impact investing: 
intentionality, additionality and measurability. The selection process relies on demanding in-house ESG 
policies, in-depth proprietary credit research and a dedicated team of sustainable bonds analysts. Ostrum 
AM’s experts have developed proprietary methodology to select issuers with a recognized track record 
for social and territorial considerations and instruments that finance projects that will make a viable 
contribution to a “Just Transition”. Ostrum AM’s Climate and Social Impact Bond strategy respects SFDR 
Article 9 guidelines with ambitious targets to finance the “Just Transitio
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Introduction 
 

Both Sustainable Finance and Impact Finance 
have developed rapidly over the past few years. 
Momentum has come from investors’ shifting 
decision making to take into consideration how the 
public and private sector stand up in terms of 
achieving the United Nations 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). This ambition was 
raised further with goals set under the 2015 Paris 
Agreement, which highlighted the need to limit the 
rise in temperature to 1.5°C above preindustrial 
levels. The COP28 symposium (December 2023), 
is a new occasion to assess the progress made 
towards achieving these goals. This meet-up 
provides a “global stocktake”, and an opportunity 
to identify the gaps. 

Institutional investors have also been a big driver 
of growth in sustainable and impact finance by 
adding more social aspects and targets to their 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) policies.  

Ostrum AM, one of Europe’s leading asset 
managers for institutional investors, is committed 
to supporting its clients in their sustainable 
investments and their impact goals.  

 

1. Definition of impact finance 

 

With environmental issues and social concerns 
more prevalent, impact investing provides a 
means of channelling money to viable projects 
that are backed by sustainable economic growth 
plans. Various marketplace workgroups 
collaborated on a framework to clearly define 
impact investing. 

In September 2021, the Paris Sustainable 
Finance Institute (previously Finance for 
Tomorrow) workgroup proposed the following 
definition: “impact finance is an investment or 
financing strategy that aims to accelerate the just 
and sustainable transformation of the real 
economy, by providing evidence of its beneficial 

 
 

1https://institutdelafinancedurable.com/app/uploads/2021/09/Financ

e-for-Tomorrow-Definition-de-la-finance-a-impact-Septembre-

2021.pdf 

effects”1. The definition is based on the three 
founding principles of impact finance, recognised 
by the market, and grounded in the France Invest 
and French SIF framework: intentionality, 
additionality and measurability. 

This three-fold definition sets a basis for asset 
managers to define their impact assets, for which 
they must provide clear and transparent 
communication. 

 

2. Ostrum AM’s Global Sustainable 
Transition Bonds strategy: how is it 
an impact investment? 

 

Ostrum AM’s Climate and Social Impact 
Bond strategy invests in sustainable bonds: green 
bonds, social bonds, sustainability bonds and 
sustainability-linked bonds issued by public and 
private sector issuers. The strategy adheres to 
Ostrum AM’s demanding ESG policies (sector 
policies, exclusion policies and controversy 
management policies). The investment team 
selects instruments based on in-depth credit 
research analysis, relying on a dedicated team of 
sustainable bonds analysts and proprietary 
methodology and scoring (Sustainable Bonds 
Score, Just Transition Indicator). The objective is 
to select instruments that are financing projects 
that will make a viable contribution to a just 
transition. 

The selection process, particularly the 
Sustainable Bonds Score, ensures that 
instruments selected meet requirements for 
intentionality, additionality and measurability.  

• Intentionality: Do the projects to be 
financed respect sustainable development 
criteria and that the projects will generate 
a positive environmental, social and 
regional impact? Ostrum AM qualifies 
intentionality by assessing the 
transparency and materiality of the 
projects. 
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• Additionality: Do the projects financed 
create value add? Ostrum AM assesses 
additionality by analysing the ambitions of 
the issuer’s E/S strategy and by evaluating 
assets channelled towards new projects or 
towards capex development. 

 

• Measurability: How is the impact of the 
projects financed measured and reported 
(qualitative/quantitative outputs)? Is this 
measurability aligned with the objectives 
stated in the context of intentionality? 
Ostrum AM assesses measurability 
through engagement with issuers and 
analysis of reports and publications, 
seeking to identify impact quality 
(transparency and pertinence). 

 
Ostrum AM developed proprietary sustainable 
bond analysis methodology, applied at issuer and 
project level, adapted by instrument type with a 
dedicated dashboard for each instrument. 
Indicators (see Appendix 1) are adapted to identify 
intentionality, additionality and measurability. 

In addition, Ostrum AM takes into consideration 
public information sources:  Second Party 
Opinions (documents produced by ESG data 
service providers indicating alignment of bonds 
with the ICMA Bond Principles), presentations to 
investors which are forums where issuers provide 
information on sustainable bond issues, and 
issuers’ websites (annual and non-financial 
reports), data providers and other independent 
third-party sources, including NGOs. 
 
 

3. How to ensure intentionality? 
 
Intentionality is assessed through an analysis of 
transparency, and the materiality of projects and 
sustainable performance indicators (E/S). 
 
Use of proceeds (UoP) type bonds - green, 
social, sustainability bonds seek to channel 
funds raised towards environmental and/or social 
projects. Ostrum AM assesses intentionality 

 
 
2 https://www.icmagroup.org/sustainable-finance/the-principles-

guidelines-and-handbooks/sustainability-linked-bond-principles-

slbp/ 

through: 

• The definition of eligible project categories  

• The evaluation of projects financed, relying 
on a materiality dashboard 

• Systematic mapping of the channelling of 
funds raised by sustainable themes 
(defined by Ostrum AM), SDGs and the 
Greenfin label 

 
Sustainability-linked bonds are instruments 
issued with engagements to achieve targets 
relative to key environmental and/or social 
performance indicators. Ostrum AM assesses 
intentionality by: 

• Defining performance indicators 

• Assessing the materiality of indicators vs 
the issuer’s business model, based on the 
expertise of our analysts and various 
external sources including the ICMA 
registry KPIs 2 

• Systematically mapping the channelling of 
funds raised by sustainable themes 
(defined by Ostrum AM) and SDGs.  

 
 

4. How to ensure additionality? 

 

Additionality is assessed by the ambition of the 
issuer’s E/S strategy, the channelling of funds 
towards new projects and sustainable 
performance target ambitions (E/S). 
 
For use of proceeds (UoP) type bonds - green, 
social, sustainability bonds, Ostrum AM 
assesses the additionality of projects according to: 

• The ambition of the issuer’s environmental / 
social strategy 

• The weighting of eligible project categories in 
issuers’ business / capex 

• The percentage of funds channelled towards 
new projects  

• The engagement to increase the pool of 
eligible projects with new projects 
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For sustainability-linked bonds, Ostrum AM 
assesses the additionality of performance targets 
through: 

• The ambition of the issuer’s environmental / 
social strategy 

• Evaluation of target levels vs business-as-
usual scenarios 

• A detailed study of the issuer’s action plans 
implemented to achieve targets, including an 
assessment of development capex. 

 
When necessary, Ostrum AM will also enter into 
dialogue to ensure the coherence of a sustainable 
bond issue with the underlying objectives of the 
issuer’s environmental / social strategy. 
 
 

5. Measurability: allocation and impact 
report 

 

Measurability is addressed via an analysis of 
engagements and the quality of reports published 
by issuers. 
 
For use of proceeds (UoP) type bonds - green, 
social, sustainability bonds, Ostrum AM 
assesses engagements, allocation & impact 
reporting publications, including frequency, 
transparency, choice of indicators, quality of 
calculation methodologies and certification by 
third parties. 
 
For sustainability-linked bonds, Ostrum AM 
assesses engagements and sustainability 
indicator performance reporting (E/S): frequency 
and transparency, clarity of KPI calculation 
methodology and back-up mechanisms, checking 
the level of Sustainability Performance Target 
(SPT) achievement by a third-party assessor. 
 
The Climate and Social Impact Bond strategy 
annual allocation and impact report provides an 
overview of the environmental, social and regional 
impacts of investments. The report can be 
consulted on Ostrum AMs website:  
www.ostrum.com. 
 

 
 
3 https://www.amf-france.org/sites/institutionnel/files/private/2023-

02/AMF%20SFDR%20minimum%20standards%20FR_0.pdf 

6. Climate and Social Impact Bond 
strategy: an impact investment 
classified SFDR Article 9 

 
Ostrum AM’s Global Sustainable Transition Bonds 
strategy is classified SFDR Article 9. 

According to the SFDR regulation, Article 9 
strategies are “products pursuing sustainable 
investment objectives”. Funding must target an 
economic activity which contributes towards an 
environmental objective (measured for example 
through KPIs including the use of renewable 
energies, waste management and the impact on 
biodiversity) and/or an economic activity which 
contributes towards social objectives, including 
combating inequality and investing in human 
capital.  

Investments must also respect the Do No 
Significant Harm principle (DNSH) based on 
principal adverse impact (PAI) and best 
governance practices considerations. 

In April 2023, the European Securities and 
Markets Authority (ESMA) reaffirmed the SFDR 
transparency objective, leaving financial 
institutions to develop their own product 
classification methodologies, without endorsing a 
strict definition of the notion of 
“sustainable investment”.  

This complemented the AMF project published 
early this year, proposing minimal environmental 
criteria for financial products in the Article 9 and 
Article 8 SFDR categories3. One of the key issues 
under the recommendations involves the 
possibility of measuring a minimum level of 
investments aligned with the European taxonomy. 
The lack of data on these criteria means that asset 
management companies are effectively unable to 
carry out this assessment conclusively at the 
current time. 

Ostrum AM’s Climate and Social Impact Bond 
strategy respects the requirements imposed by its 
SFDR Article 9 classification. 

 

 

http://www.ostrum.com/
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The strategy invests in sustainable bonds that 
meet minimal levels required in terms of 
proprietary sustainable bond scores and a just 
transition indicator.  

The strategy also respects Ostrum AM’s sector 
and exclusion policies (coal, tobacco, oil & gas, 
biodiversity, worst offenders, etc.) which 
complemented by additional requirements of the 
Greenfin and SRI Labels. 

 

Lastly, Ostrum AM applies a dialogue and 
engagement policy with issuers. Defined by 8 
themes (divided into 15 sub-themes), and in 
accordance with the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals, Ostrum AM’s policy seeks to 
encourage bond issuers to change their practices 
towards more virtuous approaches. 

 

Conclusion                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Impact finance is gaining momentum and is today 
more structured, benefiting from French and 
European frameworks of standards and 
definitions. Although no uniformity has yet been 
established among asset managers, the trend is 

on track towards greater transparency. 

Investors are keen to give meaning to their assets 
and their savings and aspire to having an 
environmental impact. Although this should no 
longer be achieved at any price. The just transition 
principle is now at the heart of investment 
strategies, reaffirmed at the COP 27 in 2022 and 
the Paris Summit for a new global financing pact 
in June 2023. At the summit, 13 leaders, including 
Emmanuel Macron and Joe Biden, signed a 
tribune calling for “just ecological and socially 
inclusive transition”. 

Ostrum AM’s Climate and Social Impact Bond 
strategy adopts this approach and constitutes a 
real impact solution for financing a just transition, 
i.e., transition towards a low-carbon world, which 
respects the environment and biodiversity, while 
also remaining socially and regionally inclusive. 
The key issue, as with any sustainable 
investment, is the availability and access to non-
financial data. Thanks to Ostrum AM’s size and 
broad spectrum of research and investment 
management resources, Ostrum AM is positioned 
as a major player in this domain, with 32 billion 
euros invested in sustainable bonds (end-
September 2023).  
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APPENDIX 1 – criteria to evaluate intentionality, additionality and measurability 
 

 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 2 – evaluation criteria for issuers’ Sustainable Bond Rating 
 

  

Evaluation criteria Intentionality Additionality Measurability

Use of proceeds (UoP) 

type bonds - green, 

social, sustainability 

bonds

• Definition of eligible project categories 

• Evaluation of financed projects based on 

our materiality dashboard

• Systematic mapping of the channelling of 

funds raised towards sustainable themes 

defined by Ostrum AM, the SDGs and the 

Greenfin label

• Ambition of the issuer’s environmental / 

social strategy

• Weighting of eligible project categories in 

issuers’ business / capex

• Percentage of funds channelled towards 

new projects 

• Engagement to increase the pool of 

eligible projects with new projects

Assess engagements and allocation & 

impact reporting publications, including 

frequency, transparency, choice of 

indicators, quality of calculation 

methodologies and certification by third 

parties

Sustainability-Linked 

Bonds 

• Defining indicators

• Assessing the materiality of indicators vs

the issuer’s business model, based on the 

expertise of our analysts and various 

external sources including the ICMA 

registry KPIs 

• Systematically mapping the channelling of 

funds raised towards sustainable themes 

defined by Ostrum AM and the SDGs

• Ambition of the issuer’s environmental / 

social strategy

• Evaluation of target levels vs business-as-

usual scenarios

• A detailed study of the issuer’s action 

plans implemented to achieve targets, 

including an assessment of development 

capex

Assess engagements and sustainability 

indicator performance reporting (E/S): 

frequency and transparency, clarity of KPI 

calculation methodology and back-up 

mechanisms, checking the level of 

Sustainability Performance Target (SPT) 

achievement by a third-party assessor

Issuer Score 20% Instrument Score 80%

Green bonds

Assessment of the issuer’s environmental strategy

1. Weight of the issuers activity in connection with 

projects financed by sustainable bond

2. Issuer energy transition quality

3. Issuer overall climate strategy

Assessment of the bond’s contribution to the energy transition and 

environmental protection

4.  Transparency on use of proceeds

5.   Materiality of financed or refinanced projects 

6.   Additionality

7.   Adequacy between size of identified project pool and nominal amount of green 

bond

8.   Sustainable project management

9.   Management of proceeds

10. Reporting: climate and environmental impact measures (Green bonds), social 

impact measures/ preservation of local economies (Social Bonds)

Social bonds

Assessment of social strategy

1. Weight of issuer activity related to projects funded 

by the bond

2. Quality of development of the issuer's territories

3. Social strategy/development of the issuer's overall 

territories

Sustainability 

Bonds
Weight of ratings obtained via the Green Bonds scoring grid and the Social Bonds scoring grid, prorated according to the percentage of Use of 

Proceeds (UoP) targeted to green or social projects

Issuer Score 40% Instrument Score 60%

Sustainability

-linked bonds 

(SLB)

1. Global issuer climate/environmental and/or social 

strategy

2. Issuer quantitative scoring Transition / Regional 

development

3. Rationale for SLB issuance & consistency with the 

issuer’s overall sustainability and business strategy

4. Issue Governance

5. Transparency of KPIs

6. Calibration of Sustainability Performance Targets (SPTs)

7. Bond structuring commensurability

8. Reporting transparency and quality

9. Verification practices
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Sustainable bonds definition – financing targets 

Sustainable bonds are instruments that provide positive responses in terms of transparency and use 
of proceeds towards projects with environmental or social added value. There are five categories, each 
being by Principles and Guidelines elaborated by the ICMA (excl. Transition Bonds). However, it is a 
“self-labeled” market, where each investor qualifies the sustainability of its issues. It is thus crucial to 
be able to conduct an in-depth analysis of each issuer and issue. 

GREEN BONDS  
Green Bonds are sustainable bonds that finance or re finance projects aimed at the energy and 
ecological transition: Renewable energy, energy efficiency, pollution prevention and control, sustainable 
environmental management of living natural resources and land use... Green bonds were the first 
sustainable bonds issued in the financial markets. Today, both private issuers and sovereign and 
assimilated issuers use this type of issue to finance their green projects. Green bonds dominate the 
market and account for about 2/3 of sustainable bonds.  

SOCIAL BONDS  
Social Bonds are sustainable bonds that finance or re-finance projects to solve or mitigate key social 
problems: basic affordable infrastructure (drinking water, sanitation, etc.), access to basic services 
(health, housing, education, training), job creation, food security, access to digital technology, etc. 
Social Bonds have grown particularly strongly in 2020 in the context of the Covid-related health 
crisis.  Since then, they have continued to grow but at a slower pace and represent about 15% of the 
market. The interest of issuers is partly linked to the need for a Just Transition, which integrates social 
criteria into environmental projects.  

SUSTAINABILITY BONDS 
Sustainability bonds are sustainable bonds that finance or re-finance a combination of both 
environmental and social projects. These instruments help diversify the market, an important element 
for both issuers and investors. Sustainability bonds allow issuers to clearly identify environmental 
projects that have social benefits or social projects that have positive environmental impacts. It is the 
issuer that chooses to classify its issue as Green Bonds, Social Bonds or Sustainability Bonds. 

SUSTAINABILITY-LINKED BONDS 
Sustainability-linked bonds are sustainable bonds that finance or re-finance the general needs of a 
company while promoting its CSR ambitions through a commitment to specific and costed medium- and 
long-term sustainable development goals. The issue is accompanied by KPIs (Key Performance 
Indicators) to measure and monitor commitments made. Since their creation in 2020, Sustainability-
Linked Bonds have continued to grow: in 2021, the number of issues has multiplied by more than ten, 
to nearly 100 billion dollars, or about 12% of the market. New issuers, mainly from the high yield 
category, have seized the opportunity to refinance through this instrument, which represents in 2022 
about 4% of the market. 

TRANSITION BONDS 
Transition bonds are sustainable bonds whose purpose is to bridge the gap between “already low 
carbon” projects, eligible for financing by Green Bonds, and those that are not. However, they do make 
significant progress in reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Transition bonds are mainly aimed 
at the industrial sector, to finance the transition of companies to a low-carbon world. Emitters commit 
to measurable reductions in their greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The Transitions bond market does 
not currently have a standard definition or framework.  
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Additional notes 
 

Asset management company regulated by AMF under n° GP-18000014 – Limited company with a share capital of 50 938 997 €. Trade 
register n°525 192 753 Paris – VAT: FR 93 525 192 753 – Registered Office: 43, avenue Pierre Mendès-France, 75013 Paris – 
www.ostrum.com 
This document is intended for professional, in accordance with MIFID. It may not be used for any purpose other than that for which it was 
conceived and may not be copied, distributed or communicated to third parties, in part or in whole, without the prior written authorization of 
Ostrum Asset Management.  
None of the information contained in this document should be interpreted as having any contractual value. This document is produced purely 
for the purposes of providing indicative information. This document consists of a presentation created and prepared by Ostrum Asset 
Management based on sources it considers to be reliable.  
Ostrum Asset Management reserves the right to modify the information presented in this document at any time without notice, which under 
no circumstances constitutes a commitment from Ostrum Asset Management. 
The analyses and opinions referenced herein represent the subjective views of the author(s) as referenced, are as of the date shown and 
are subject to change without prior notice. There can be no assurance that developments will transpire as may be forecasted in this material. 
This simulation was carried out for indicative purposes, on the basis of hypothetical investments, and does not constitute a contractual 
agreement from the part of Ostrum Asset Management. 
Ostrum Asset Management will not be held responsible for any decision taken or not taken on the basis of the information contained in this 
document, nor in the use that a third party might make of the information. Figures mentioned refer to previous years. Past performance does 
not guarantee future results. Any reference to a ranking, a rating, a label or an award provides no guarantee for future performance and is 
not constant over time. Reference to a ranking, a rating, a label or an award does not indicate the future performance of the UCITS/AIF or 
the fund manager. 
Under Ostrum Asset Management’s social responsibility policy, and in accordance with the treaties signed by the French government, the 
funds directly managed by Ostrum Asset Management do not invest in any company that manufactures, sells or stocks anti-personnel mines 
and cluster bombs. 
 

This material has been provided for information purposes only to investment service providers or other Professional Clients, Qualified or 
Institutional Investors and, when required by local regulation, only at their written request.  This material must not be used with Retail 
Investors.  
To obtain a summary of investor rights in the official language of your jurisdiction, please consult the legal documentation section of the 
website (im.natixis.com/intl/intl-fund-documents) 
In the E.U.: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers International or one of its branch offices listed below. Natixis Investment Managers 
International is a portfolio management company authorized by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (French Financial Markets Authority - 
AMF) under no. GP 90-009, and a public limited company (société anonyme) registered in the Paris Trade and Companies Register under 
no. 329 450 738. Registered office: 43 avenue Pierre Mendès France, 75013 Paris. Italy: Natixis Investment Managers International 
Succursale Italiana, Registered office: Via San Clemente 1, 20122 Milan, Italy. Netherlands: Natixis Investment Managers International, 
Nederlands (Registration number 000050438298). Registered office: Stadsplateau 7, 3521AZ Utrecht, the Netherlands. Spain: Natixis 
Investment Managers International S.A., Sucursal en España, Serrano n°90, 6th Floor, 28006  Madrid, Spain. Sweden: Natixis Investment 
Managers International, Nordics Filial (Registration number 516412-8372- Swedish Companies Registration Office). Registered office: 
Kungsgatan 48 5tr, Stockholm 111 35, Sweden. Or,provided by Natixis Investment Managers S.A. or one of its branch offices listed below. 
Natixis Investment Managers S.A. is a Luxembourg management company that is authorized by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur 
Financier and is incorporated under Luxembourg laws and registered under n. B 115843. Registered office of Natixis Investment Managers 
S.A.: 2, rue Jean Monnet, L-2180 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. Germany: Natixis Investment Managers International, 
Zweigniederlassung Deutschland (Registration number: HRB 129507): Senckenberganlage 21, 60325 Frankfurt am Main. Belgium: Natixis 
Investment Managers S.A., Belgian Branch, Gare Maritime, Rue Picard 7, Bte 100, 1000 Bruxelles, Belgium.  
In Switzerland: Provided for information purposes only by Natixis Investment Managers, Switzerland Sàrl, Rue du Vieux Collège 10, 1204 
Geneva, Switzerland or its representative office in Zurich, Schweizergasse 6, 8001 Zürich.  
In the British Isles: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers UK Limited which is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct 
Authority (register no. 190258) - registered office: Natixis Investment Managers UK Limited, One Carter Lane, London, EC4V 5ER. When 
permitted, the distribution of this material is intended to be made to persons as described as follows: in the United Kingdom: this material is 
intended to be communicated to and/or directed at investment professionals and professional investors only; in Ireland: this material is 
intended to be communicated to and/or directed at professional investors only; in Guernsey: this material is intended to be communicated to 
and/or directed at only financial services providers which hold a license from the Guernsey Financial Services Commission; in Jersey: this 
material is intended to be communicated to and/or directed at professional investors only; in the Isle of Man: this material is intended to be 
communicated to and/or directed at only financial services providers which hold a license from the Isle of Man Financial Services Author ity 
or insurers authorised under section 8 of the Insurance Act 2008.  
In the DIFC: Provided in and from the DIFC financial district by Natixis Investment Managers Middle East (DIFC Branch) which is regulated 
by the DFSA. Related financial products or services are only available to persons who have sufficient financial experience and understanding 
to participate in financial markets within the DIFC, and qualify as Professional Clients or Market Counterparties as defined by the DFSA. No 
other Person should act upon this material.  Registered office: Unit  L10-02, Level 10 ,ICD Brookfield Place, DIFC, PO Box 506752, Dubai, 
United Arab Emirates 
In Japan: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Japan Co., Ltd. Registration No.: Director-General of the Kanto Local Financial Bureau 
(kinsho) No.425. Content of Business: The Company conducts investment management business, investment advisory and agency business 
and Type II Financial Instruments Business as a Financial Instruments Business Operator.  

http://www.ostrum.com/
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In Taiwan: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Securities Investment Consulting (Taipei) Co., Ltd., a Securities Investment  
Consulting Enterprise regulated by the Financial Supervisory Commission of the R.O.C. Registered address: 34F., No. 68, Sec. 5, Zhongxiao 
East Road, Xinyi Dist., Taipei City 11065, Taiwan (R.O.C.), license number 2020 FSC SICE No. 025, Tel. +886 2 8789 2788. 
In Singapore: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Singapore Limited (NIM Singapore) having office at 5 Shenton Way, #22-05/06, UIC 
Building, Singapore 068808 (Company Registration No. 199801044D) to distributors and qualified investors for information purpose only. 
NIM Singapore is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore under a Capital Markets Services Licence to conduct fund management 
activities and is an exempt financial adviser. Mirova Division is part of NIM Singapore and is not a separate legal entity. Business Name 
Registration No. of Mirova: 53431077W.This advertisement or publication has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. 
In Hong Kong: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Hong Kong Limited to professional investors for information purpose only.  
In Australia: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Australia Pty Limited (ABN 60 088 786 289) (AFSL No. 246830) and is intended for 
the general information of financial advisers and wholesale clients only.   
In New Zealand: This document is intended for the general information of New Zealand wholesale investors only and does not constitute 
financial advice. This is not a regulated offer for the purposes of the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013 (FMCA) and is only available to 
New Zealand investors who have certified that they meet the requirements in the FMCA for wholesale investors. Natixis Investment Managers 
Australia Pty Limited is not a registered financial service provider in New Zealand. 
In Colombia: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers International Oficina de Representación (Colombia) to professional clients for 
informational purposes only as permitted under Decree 2555 of 2010. Any products, services or investments referred to herein are rendered 
exclusively outside of Colombia. This material does not constitute a public offering in Colombia and  is addressed to less than 100 specifically 
identified investors.  
In Latin America: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers International.  
In Uruguay: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Uruguay S.A., a duly registered investment advisor, authorised and supervised by 
the Central Bank of Uruguay. Office: San Lucar 1491, Montevideo, Uruguay, CP 11500. The sale or offer of any units of a fund qualifies as 
a private placement pursuant to section 2 of Uruguayan law 18,627.  
In Mexico: Provided by Natixis IM Mexico, S. de R.L. de C.V., which is not a regulated financial entity, securities intermediary, or an 
investment manager in terms of the Mexican Securities Market Law (Ley del Mercado de Valores) and is not registered with the Comisión 
Nacional Bancaria y de Valores (CNBV) or any other Mexican authority. Any products, services or investments referred to herein that require 
authorization or license are rendered exclusively outside of Mexico. While shares of certain ETFs may be listed in the Sistema Internacional 
de Cotizaciones (SIC), such listing does not represent a public offering of securities in Mexico, and therefore the accuracy of this information 
has not been confirmed by the CNBV. Natixis Investment Managers is an entity organized under the laws of France and is not authorized by 
or registered with the CNBV or any other Mexican authority. Any reference contained herein to “Investment Managers” is made to Natixis 
Investment Managers and/or any of its investment management subsidiaries, which are also not authorized by or registered with the CNBV 
or any other Mexican authority. 
In Brazil: Provided to a specific identified investment professional for information purposes only by Natixis Investment Managers International. 
This communication cannot be distributed other than to the identified addressee. Further, this communication should not be construed as a 
public offer of any securities or any related financial instruments. Natixis Investment Managers International is a portfolio  management 
company authorized by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (French Financial Markets Authority - AMF) under no. GP 90-009, and a public 
limited company (société anonyme) registered in the Paris Trade and Companies Register under no. 329 450 738. Registered office: 43 
avenue Pierre Mendès France, 75013 Paris. 
The above referenced entities are business development units of Natixis Investment Managers, the holding company of a diverse line-up of 
specialised investment management and distribution entities worldwide. The investment management subsidiaries of Natixis Investment 
Managers conduct any regulated activities only in and from the jurisdictions in which they are licensed or authorized. Their services and the 
products they manage are not available to all investors in all jurisdictions. It is the responsibility of each investment service provider to ensure 
that the offering or sale of fund shares or third-party investment services to its clients complies with the relevant national law. 
The provision of this material and/or reference to specific securities, sectors, or markets within this material does not constitute investment 
advice, or a recommendation or an offer to buy or to sell any security, or an offer of any regulated financial activity. Investors should consider 
the investment objectives, risks and expenses of any investment carefully before investing. The analyses, opinions, and certain of the 
investment themes and processes referenced herein represent the views of the portfolio manager(s) as of the date indicated. These, as well 
as the portfolio holdings and characteristics shown, are subject to change. There can be no assurance that developments will transpire as 
may be forecasted in this material. The analyses and opinions expressed by external third parties are independent and does not necessarily 
reflect those of Natixis Investment Managers. Past performance information presented is not indicative of future performance.  
Although Natixis Investment Managers believes the information provided in this material to be reliable, including that from third party sources, 
it does not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, or completeness of such information. This material may not be distributed, published, or 
reproduced, in whole or in part. 
All amounts shown are expressed in USD unless otherwise indicated. Natixis Investment Managers may decide to terminate its marketing 
arrangements for this product in accordance with the relevant legislation 
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